
Light and Glare call with WETA Operations Department (7/17/19) 

Attendees: Karl Heisler (ESA), Elliott Schwimmer (ESA), Keith Stahnke (WETA operations manager), Mike 

Gougherty (WETA Senior Planner) 

1) Do you have any concerns about A’s ballpark lighting based on experience at Oracle Park? 

a. No issue with transit along estuary. Vessel are 25-30 ft above water, much lower than 

cargo ships 

b. WETA somewhat concerned about glaring light aimed toward ferry landing as they 

approach dock.  

c. No issues with lighting at Oracle Park. Issues with density of small boats at Oracle. SF 

Coast Guard patrol there and keep boats out of WETA way. 

d. SFPD and Coast Guard have their own boats 

e. Port of Oakland currently have bright lights for operations. WETA mentioned this as the 

only existing example of bright lights at night in the Bay. 

2) How does glare from signage affect your ability to navigate water craft? 

a. Concern is around docking. If ballpark lights are aimed at pilot’s eyes, this could be an 

issue. 

3) Do you know of any light/glare regulations for signage adjacent to waterways? Can you point us 

to Coast Guard Regs, if they exist? 

a. Coast guard jurisdiction – WETA suggests looking at Coast Guard regulation CFR 33 

related to navigation.  

4) Are there any thresholds you use to determine whether signage along waterways is too bright? 

a. Port of Oakland has bright lights at night for operations 

b. WETA makes sure WETA lights used at terminals are pointed downward and not at 

pilot’s eyes. 

c. Facility designers ensure lighting does not glare into boat operator’s eyes. Down lighting 

is important to WETA. 

5) WETA requests to review lighting plan when other maritime operators review lighting plan – 

would be concerned if there was direct lighting pointed 30-40 feet above water.  

6) General concerns are about queuing and crowds. WETA suggests this will have more impact to 

ferry operations than lighting. WETA concerned about bottlenecks and passengers not able to 

access ferry.  

7) Are you ok with us citing this conversation with you in the EIR? 

a. Yes. 

 

 


